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By Mr. Wetmore, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 977)
of Robert D. Wetmore, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Jonathan L. Healy
for legislation to further regulate the Northeast Interstate Dairy
Compact. Natural Resources and Agriculture.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two

An Act further regulating the northeast interstate dairy

COMPACT.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. ARTICLE I.

4 The purpose of this compact is to recognize by statute the
5 regional nature of the dairy industry, and to form an interstate
6 commission for the northeast-mid-atlantic region. The mission of
7 the commission is to assist the participating states to modify
8 existing laws and regulations which add to the cost of moving milk
9 among the states or which impede the free flow of milk in the

10 northeast, to encourage a more efficient assembly and distribution
11 system for the benefit of producers and consumers, to encourage
12 more participation by dairy farmers in cooperative organization,
13 to take such steps as are necessary to assure the continued viability
14 of dairy farming in the northeast, assure consumers of an adequate
15 supply of pure and wholesome Class I milk.
16 The participating states find and declare that the milk industry
17 is the paramount agricultural activity of the northeast in a region
18 comprising the New England states and the Middle Atlantic states
19 and is a business affecting the public health and welfare of the

SENATE No. 977

2 Section 1. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE, FINDINGS, AND
3 DECLARATION OF POLICY.
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20 inhabitants of the northeast; that the production and marketing
21 of milk of the dairy farms of states of the northeast region is of
22 vast economic importance to the region, that compliance with
23 reasonable and consistent requirements for the production and
24 marketing of a safe and high quality milk supply is a matter of
25 great importance both to the welfare of dairy farmers of the
26 northeast, and the health and welfare of the consumers of milk
27 and diary products; that the production conditions in the
28 northeast, including the climate, topography, and soils are about
29 the same but marketing conditions are unique as compared to the
30 remainder of the United State in that all the milk in the northeast
31 is produced for fluid markets under conditions highly favorable
32 to a pronounced seasonality of production. The natural marketing
33 area, under modern day conditions of production and marketing,
34 lies within the boundaries of the 12 different states with widely
35 different laws and regulations which govern the economic climate
36 and sanitary conditions under which milk and dairy products are
37 marketed. Regulatory barriers have contributed significantly to
38 the cost of assembly, processing, and distribution of milk with an
39 economic loss to farmers and added costs to consumers. The
40 marketing system for milk and dairy products in the northeast
41 has been and still is fragmented. Assembly, administration,
42 operating, and sales costs are excessively high. In some areas costs
43 to consumers are excessively high. Cooperative membership in
44 this region is much below membership levels in most otherregions
45 across the country. A common marketing area in the northeast
46 is necessary if there is to be a prosperous dairy industry and it
47 is in the best interest of consumers. The historical development
48 of the dairy industry from a local business to a regional enterprise
49 has led to a lack of uniformity of laws and regulations involving
50 inspection of farms and plants, sanitary codes, labeling on dairy
51 products and their imitations, standards for dairy products,
52 licensing of milk dealers, economic controls, fair trade laws and
53 the terms of federal and state milk marketing orders. The lack
54 of uniformity of laws and regulations has interfered with the
55 efficient flow of milk and milk products, reduced the efficiency
56 of distribution, raised the price of milk and dairy products to
57 consumers, weakened the bargaining power of cooperatives, and
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58 threatened an adequate supply of pure and wholesome milk for
59 consumers.
60 The federal milk marketing orders promulgated under the
61 Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 establish only
62 minimum prices to farmers. The Act does not preempt the power
63 of the states to establish prices above the level established under
64 federal marketing orders.
65 The need to balance the federal budget has required drastic
66 reduction in the federal support price for milk. The production
67 of milk in the northeast had decreased significantly in response
68 to lower prices and to the federal Dairy Termination Program,
69 but milk production has nevertheless continued to increase in
70 other regions of the country. As a result, there remains a surplus
71 of milk nationally which continues to trigger reduction in the
72 federal price support program.
73 As aresult of declining farm prices, a seasonal shortage of milk
74 has developed in the northeast. Dairy farmers in the region face
75 a critical economic crisis if the price received for milk is not
76 increased. Ultimately, this agricultural crisis will have a depressing
77 effect upon the general economy of the northeast and result in
78 a serious shortage of pure and wholesome fluid milk for
79 consumers throughout the northeast. If current efforts by dairy
80 farmers to obtain a higher price for fluid milk do not succeed,
81 emergency conditions will require the existence of a readily
82 available mechanism to establish higher Class I prices through the
83 region.
84 This compact is entered in order to enable the signatory states
85 to act together to achieve uniformity of laws and regulations
86 governing the production and marketing of milk in the northeast
87 to develop consistent policies and procedures, to eliminate
88 unnecessary duplication of licensing, producer security, reports,
89 audits, and inspection, and to establish, after examination and
90 investigation, what prices, terms, and conditions relative to milk
91 in the localities and market within the northeast will be most
92 beneficial to the public interest and will best promote prosperity
93 in the dairy industry.
94 The failure of dairy farmers to receive a reasonable return for
95 their labor and investment will seriously impair their ability to
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96 produce, under proper sanitary conditions, a supply of pure and
97 wholesome milk which is adequate for the needs of the inhabitants
98 of the participating states, as well as negatively impact the general
99 economy of both participating states and the associated local

100 government subdivisions. The regulation of the dairy industry as
101 herein provided is essential for the public interest and such
102 oversight shall be deemed to be an exercise of the police power
103 of the participating states for the protection of the public safety,
104 welfare, prosperity, health, and living conditions of the people
105 thereof.

ARTICLE 11.106
107

For the purposes of this compact, and of any supplemental or
concurring legislation enacted pursuant thereto, except as may be
otherwise required by the context:

108
109
110

(1) “Commission” means the commission established by this
compact.

11l
112

(2) “Compact” means this interstate compact for dairy pricing.113
(3) “Region” or “regulated region” means the territorial limits

of the states, or parts thereof, which are or become parties to this
compact.

114
115
116

(4) “Participating state” means a state which has become a
party to this compact by the enactment of concurring legislation.

117
118

(5) “Compact over order price” means a price or prices,
established by the commission in regulations adopted pursuant
to sections eight and nine of this compact, which are above the
price established in federal marketing orders or by state farm price
regulation in the region.

119
120
121
122
123
124 (6) “Commission marketing order” means any regulations

adopted by the commission pursuant to sections eight and nine
of this compact in place of a terminated federal marketing order
or state farm price regulation.

125
126
127
128 (7) “Milk” means the lacteal secretion of cows and includes all

skim, butterfat, or other constituents obtained from separation
or any other process. The term is used in its broadest sense and
may be further defined by the commission for regulatory
purposes.

129
130
131
132

Section 2. DEFINITIONS.
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Section 3. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION133
(a) This compact shall not be construed to displace existing

federal milk marketing orders nor state farm price regulation in
the region but to supplement them. In the event some or all of
the federal orders are discontinued, the compact shall be
construed to provide the commission the option to replace them
with one or more commission marketing orders pursuant to this
compact.

134
135
136
137
138
139
140

(b) This compact shall be construed liberally in order to achieve
the purposes and intent enunciated in section one. It is the intent
of this compact to establish a basic structure by which the commis-
sion may achieve those purposes through the application,
adaptation and development of the regulatory techniques
historically associated with milk marketing and to afford the
commission broad flexibility to devise regulatory mechanisms to
achieve the purposes of this compact. In accordance with this
intent, the technical terms which are associated with market order
regulation and which have acquired commonly understood
general meanings are not defined herein but the commission
vested with the power to further define the terms used in this
compact and to develop additional concepts and define additional
terms as it may find appropriate to achieve its purposes.

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154

ARTICLE 111.155
Section 4. COMMISSION ESTABLISHED156

157 (a) There is hereby created a commission to administer the
compact, composed of delegations from each state in the region
that enters the compact. A delegation shall include not more than
three persons. But for this restriction, each delegation shall be
appointed, serve and be subject to removal in accordance with
the laws of the state represented. The compensation, if any, of
the members of a state delegation shall be determined and paid
by each state, but their expenses shall be paid by the commission.
Each state delegation shall be entitled to one vote in the conduct
of the commission’s affairs.

158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167 (b) Except as provided in a subdivision one and two, all actions

taken by the commission shall be by a majority vote. A majority
of delegation shall constitute a quorum for the conduct of the
commission’s business.

168
169
170
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(I) The affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of the parti-
cipating state shall be required for the commission to take action
with regard to the establishment of a compact over-order price
under sections eight and nine.

171
172
173
174

(2) With respect to any merger of marketing areas following
termination of an existing federal order or state price regulation,
the affirmative vote of all state containing territory included
within the proposed marketing area shall be required.

175
176
177
178

Section 5. OFFICERS, MANAGEMENT, PERSONNEL179
(a) The commission shall elect annually from among the

members of the delegation a chairperson, a vice-chairperson, and
a treasurer. The commission shall appoint an executive director
and fix his or her duties and compensation. The executive director
shall serve at the pleasure of the commission, and together with
the treasurer, shall be bonded in an amount determined by the
commission. The commission may establish through its by-laws
an executive committee composed of one memberappointed from
each delegation.

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

(b) The commission shall adopt by-laws for the conduct of its
business and shall have the power to amend and rescind these by-
laws. The commission shall publish its by-laws in convenient form
with the appropriate agency or officer in each of the party states.
The by-laws shall provide for appropriate notice to the delegations
of all commission meetings and hearings and of the business to
be transacted at such meetings or hearings. Notice also shall be
given to other agencies or officers of party states as provided by
the laws of those states.

189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197

(c) In addition to the powers and duties elsewhere prescribed
in this compact, the commission shall have the power:

198
199

(1) to sue and be sued in any state or federal court;
(2) to have a seal and alter the same at pleasure;

200
201

(3) to acquire, hold, and dispose of real and personal
property by gift, purchase, lease, license, or other similar manner,
for its corporate purposes;

202
203
204

(4) to borrow money and to issue negotiable bonds or notes,
to provide for the rights of the holders thereof and to pledge the
revenue of the commission as security therefor, subject to the
provisions of section sixteen of this compact;

205
206
207
208
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(5) to appoint such officers, agents, and employees as it may
deem necessary, prescribe their powers, duties, and qualification;
and

209
210
211

(6) create and abolish such offices, employments, and
positions as it deems necessary for the purposes of the compact
and provide for the removal, term, tenure, compensation, fringe
benefits, pension, and retirement rights of its officers and
employees.

212
213
214
215
216

The commission may also retain personal services on a contract
basis.

217
218

Section 6. RULEMAKING POWER219
220 In addition to the power to promulgate a compact over-order

prices and commission marketing orders as provided by
Article IV, the commission is further empowered to make and
enforce such additional rules and regulations as it deems necessary
to implement such over-order prices or commission marketing
orders, or to effectuate in any other respect the purposes of this
compact.

221
222
223
224
225
226

11l ARTICLE IV.
228 Section 7. POWERS TO PROMOTE REGULATORY

UNIFORMITY, SIMPLICITY, AND INTERSTATE
COOPERATION.

229
230
231 The commission hereby empowered to;

(1) Investigate or provide for investigations or research project
designed to review the existing laws and regulations of the parti-
cipating states, to consider their administration and costs, to
measure their impact on the production marketing of milk and
their effects on the shipment of milk and milk products within
the region.

232
233
234
235
236
237
238 (2) Prepare and transmit to the participating states model dairy

laws and regulations dealing with the inspection of farms and
plants, sanitary codes, labels for dairy products and their
imitations, standards for dairy products, license standards,
producer security programs, and fair trade laws.

239
240
241
242
243 (3) Study and recommend to the participating states joint or

cooperative programs for the administration of the dairy laws and
regulations and to prepare estimates of cost savings and benefits
of such programs.

244
245
246
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(4) Consider and make recommendations to the participating
states on federal dairy programs under consideration by Congress
and to review existing programs and regulations of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and the Federal Food and Drug
Administration and make recommendations for change and
revision which are in the best interests of the dairy industry and
consumers in the northeast; to identify equitable regional dairy
policies.

247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

(5) Encourage the harmonious relationships between the
various elements in the industry for the solution of their material
problems. Conduct symposiums or conferences designed to
improve industry relations, or a better understanding ofproblems.

255
256
257
258

(6) Prepare and release periodic reports on activities and results
of the commission’s efforts to the participating states.

259
260

(7) Review the cooperative laws of the participating states and
recommend a model cooperative law for the states to consider.
Review the existing cooperative structure of milk producers in the
region. Consider possible cost reductions and efficient marketing
through improved organization of producers.

261
262
263
264
265

(8) Review the existing marketing system for milk and milk
products and recommend these changes in the existing structure
for assembly and distribution of milk which may assist, improve,
or promote more efficient assembly and distribution of milk.

266
267
268
269

(9) Investigate costs and charges for producing, hauling,
handling, processing, and other services performed with respect
to milk. Examine the level of milk dealer and retail outlet margins
to determine if such margins substantially exceed costs.

270
271
272
273

(10) Examine current economic forces affecting producers,
probable trends in production and consumption, the level of dairy
farm prices in relation to costs, the financial conditions of dairy
farmers, and the need for an emergency order to relieve critical
conditions on dairy farms.

274
275
276
11l
278

Section 8. EQUITABLE FARM PRICES.279
(a) The powers granted in this article shall apply only to the

establishment of a compact over-order price or prices, so long as
federal milk marketing orders remain in effect in the region. In
the event that any or all such orders are terminated, this article
shall authorize the commission to establish one or more commis-

280
281
282
283
284
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sion marketing orders, as herein provided, in the regions or areas
formerly regulated by a federal order.

285
286

(b) The commission is hereby empowered to establish the price
to be paid by all handlers to the region’s dairy farmers for the
milk they produce. This price shall be established either as a
compact over-order price or by one or more commission
marketing orders. Regulations establishing a compact over-order
price or a commission marketing order may be amended at any
time in the same manner as herein provided for their original
issuance.

287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294

(c) In determining the price, the commission shall consider the
balance between production and consumption of milk and milk
products in the region, the costs of production including, but not
limited to the price of feed, the cost of labor including the
reasonable value of the producer’s own labor and management,
machinery expense, and interest expense, the prevailing price for
milk outside the region, the purchasing power of the public and
the price necessary to yield a reasonable return to the producer
and distributor.

295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304 (d) The commission shall whenever possible enter into

agreements with state or federal agencies for exchange of infor-
mation or services for the purpose of reducing regulatory burden
and cost of administering the compact. The commission may
reimburse other agencies for the reasonable cost of providing these
services.

305
306
307
308
309
310 Section 9, OPTIONAL PROVISIONS FOR PRICING

ORDER.311
312 Regulations establishing a compact over-order price or a

commission marketing order may contain, but shall not be limited
to, any or all of the following:

313
314
315 (1) Provisions classifying milk in accordance with the form in

which or purpose for which it is used, or creating a flat pricing
program.

316
317
318 (2) Provisions establishing or providing a method for

establishing separate minimum prices for each use classification
prescribed by the commission or, a single minimum price, for milk
purchased from producers or association of producers. Any
method for establishing prices may include a formula prescribing

319
320
321
322
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a fixed or variable amount above the class prices or uniform price
prevailing within the respective federal or state marketing order
or unregulated area, adjusted by such zone differentials or other
factors as the commission may find appropriate.

323
324
325
326

(3) Provisions for the payment to all producers and
associations of producers delivering milk to all handlers of
uniform prices for all milk so delivered, irrespective of the uses
made of such milk by the individual handler to whom it is
delivered.

327
328
329
330
331
332 (i) With respect to regulations establishing a compact over-

order price, the commission may establish one equalization pool
within the region for the sole purpose of equalizing the over-order
premium throughout the region.

333
334
335
336 (ii) With respect to any commission marketing order, as

defined in section two, subdivision six, which replaces one or more
terminated federal or state orders, the marketing area of now
separate state or federal orders shall not be merged without the
affirmative consent of each state, voting through its delegation,
which is partly or wholly included within any such new marketing
area.

337
338
339
340
341
342
343 (4) Provisions requiring persons who bring milk or milk

products into the regulated region to make compensatory
payments with respect to all such milk or the milk ingredients in
such milk products solely to the extent necessary to equalize the
cost of milk purchased by handlers subject to the regional order.
No such provisions shall discriminate against milk producers
outside the regulated region. The provisions for compensatory
payments may require payment of the difference between the price
paid to producers in the state of production and the uniform price
for fluid milk or the class price, for manufactured products,
established for the region. Provision may also be made for appro-
priate exemptions for milk products manufactured within the
region and shipped for sale outside of the region.

344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355

(5) Provisions requiring that the account of any person
regulated under the regional order shall be adjusted for any
payments made to or received by such persons with respect to a
producer settlement fund of any federal or state milk marketing
order within the region.

356
357
358
359
360
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(6) Provisions requiring the payment by handlers of an
assessment to cover the costs of the administration and
enforcement of such order.

361
362
363

(7) Other provisions and requirements as the commission may
find are necessary or appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this
compact and to provide for the payment of fair and equitable
minimum prices to producers.

364
365
366
367

ARTICLE V.368
Section 10. RULEMAKING PROCEDURE.369
Before promulgation of any regulations establishing a compact

over-order price or commission marketing order, or amendment
thereof as provided in Article IV, the commission shall conduct
a rulemaking proceeding to provide interested persons with an
opportunity to present data, views and argument. Such
rulemaking proceeding shall be governed by section four of the
Federal Administrative Procedures Act, as amended (5 U.S.C.
section 553). Before the adoption of the initial regional order and
thereafter before any amendment with regard to prices or
assessments, the commission shall hold a public hearing. The
commission may commence a rulemaking proceeding upon the
petition of any person including individual milk producers, any
organization of milk producers or handlers, general farm organi-
zations, consumer or public interest groups, and local, state, or
federal officials.

370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385 Section 11. FINDINGS AND REFERENDUM
386 (a) In addition to the concise general statement of basis and

purpose required by section 4 (b) of the Administrative
procedure Act [5 U.S.C. section 553 (c)], the commission shall
make findings of fact with respect to:

387
388
389
390 (1) Whether the public interest will be served by the

establishment of milk prices to dairy farmers under Article IV.391
(2) What level of prices will assure that producers receive a

price sufficient to cover their costs of production and will elicit
an adequate supply of milk for the inhabitants of the region and
for manufacturing purposes.

392
393
394
395

(3) Whether the major provisions of the order other than
those fixing prices are in the public interest and are reasonably
designed to achieve the purposes of the order.

396
397
398
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(4) Whether the terms of the proposed regional order or
amendment are approved by the producers in the region as
provided in section twelve.

399
400
401

Section 12. PRODUCER REFERENDUM.402
(a) For the purposes of ascertaining whether the issuance or

amendment of regulations establishing acompact over-order price
or a commission marketing order is approved by producers, the
commission shall conduct a referendum among producers. The
terms and conditions of the proposed order or amendment shall
be described by the commission in the ballot used in the conduct
of the referendum, but the nature, content, or extent of such
description shall not be a basis for attacking the legality of the
order or any action relating thereto.

403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411

(b) An order or amendment shall be deemed approved by
producers if the commission determines that it is approved, either:

412
413

(i) By at least two-thirds of the producers who, during a
representative period determined by the commission, have been
engaged, within the region in the production of milk, or

414
415
416

(ii) By producers who during such representative period,
have produced for market at least two-thirds of the volume of milk
produced within the region, or who during such representative
period, have produced at least two-thirds of the volume of milk
sold within the region.

417
418
419
420
421

(c) For purposes of any referendum, the commission shall
consider the approval or disapproval by any cooperative
association of producers, qualified under the provisions of the Act
of Congress of February 18, 1922, as amended, known as the
Capper-Volstead Act, bona fide engaged in marketing milk, or
in rendering services for or advancing the interests of producers
of such commodity, as the approval or disapproval of the
producers who are members or stockholders in, or under contract
with, such cooperative association of producers.

422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430

Section 12A. TERMINATION OF OVER-ORDER PRICE
OR MARKETING ORDER.

431
432

(a) The commission shall, whenever it finds that any regula-
tions establishing an over-order price or a commission marketing
order issued under this article, or any provision thereof, obstructs
or does not tend to effectuate the declared policy of this compact,

433
434
435
436
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terminate or suspend the operation of such order or such provi-
sion thereof.

437
438

(b) The commission shall terminate any regulations establish-
ing an over-order or a commission marketing order issued under
this article whenever it finds that such termination is favored by
a majority of the producers who, during a representative period
determined by the commission, have been engaged in the
production of milk; provided, that such majority have, during
such representative period, produced for market more than 50
percentum of the volume of milk produced for market within the
region or have, during such representative period, produced more
than 50 percentum of the volume of milk sold in the marketing
area, but such termination shall be effective only if announced
on or before such date as may be specified in such marketing
agreement or order.

439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451

(c) The termination or suspension of any order or provision
thereof, shall not be considered an order within the meaning of
this article and shall require no hearing.

452
453
454

455
Section 13. RECORDS, REPORTS, ACCESS TO

PREMISES.
456
457

The commission may by rule and regulation prescribe record
keeping and reporting requirements for all regulated persons. For
the purposes of the administration and enforcement of this
compact, the commission’s properly designated officers,
employees, or agents shall have full access to the premises and
records of all regulated persons.

458
459
460
461
462
463

Section 14. SUBPOENA, HEARINGS AND JUDICIAL
REVIEW.

464
465
466 (a) The commission is hereby authorized and empowered by

its members and its properly designated officers, agents, and
employees, to administer oaths and issue subpoenas throughout
all signatory states to compel the attendance of witnesses and the
giving of testimony and the production of other evidence.

467
468
469
470
471 (b) Any handler subject to an order may file a written petition

with the commission stating that any such order or any provision
of any obligation imposed in connection therewith is not in

472
473

ARTICLE VI.
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accordance with law and praying for a modification thereof or
to be exempted therefrom. He shall thereupon be given an
opportunity for a hearing upon such petition, in accordance with
regulations made by the commission. After such hearing, the
commission shall make a ruling upon the prayer of such petition
which shall be final, if in accordance with law.

474
475
476
477
478
479

(c) The district courts of the United States in any district in
which such handler is an inhabitant, or has his principal place of
business, are hereby vested with jurisdiction in equity to review
such ruling, provided a bill in equity for that purpose is filed within
twenty days from the date of the entry of such ruling. Service of
process in such proceedings may be had upon the commission by
delivering to it a copy of the bill of complaint. If the court
determines that such ruling is not in accordance with law, it shall
remand such proceedings to the commission with directions either
(1) to make such ruling as the court shall determine to be in
accordance with law, or (2) to take such further proceedings as,
in its opinion, the law requires. The pendency of proceedings
instituted pursuant to this subsection shall not impede, hinder,
or delay the commission from obtaining relief pursuant to
section fourteen. Any proceedings brought pursuant to
section fourteen, except where brought by way of counterclaim
in proceedings instituted pursuant to this section, shall abate
whenever a final decree had been rendered in proceedings between
the same parties, and over covering the same subject matter,
instituted pursuant to this section.

480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500

(a) Any violation of the provisions of regulations establishing
an over-order price or a commission marketing order, or other
regulations adopted pursuant to this compact shall:

501
502
503

(1) Constitute a violation of the laws of each of the signatory
states. Such violation shall render the violator subject to a civil
penalty in an amount as may be prescribed by the laws of each
of the participating states, recoverable in any state or federal court
of competent jurisdiction. Each day such violation continues shall
constitute a separate violation.

504
505
506
507
508
509

(2) Constitute grounds for the revocation of license or permit
to engage in the milk business under the applicable laws of the
participating states.

510
511
512

Section 15. ENFORCEMENT.
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(b) The commission may enforce the provisions of this
compact, regulations establishing an over-order price, a commis-
sion marketing order or other regulations adopted hereunder by;

513
514
515

(1) An action for legal or equitable relief brought in the name
of the commission in any state or federal court of competent juris-
diction; or

516
517
518

(2) By referral to the appropriate agency of any participating
state for enforcement by judicial or administrative remedy.

519
520

(c) The commission may bring an action for injunction to
enforce the provisions of this compact or the order or regulations
adopted thereunder without being compelled to allege or prove
that adequate remedy of law does not exist.

521
522
523
524

525 ARTICLE VII.
526 Section 16. FINANCE OF START-UP AND REGULAR

COSTS.527
528 (a) To provide for its start-up costs, the commission may

borrow money pursuant to its general power under section five,
subdivision four. In order to finance the administration of this
compact, including payback of start-up costs, the commission is
hereby empowered to assess and collect from each handler who
purchases milk from producers within the region an amount not
to exceed one cent per hundredweight of milk purchased from
producers. In addition, an administrative assessment may be
imposed under regulations establishing an over-order price or a
compact marketing order, specifically for the purposes of its
administration.

529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538

(b) The commission shall not pledge the credit of any parti-
cipating state or of the United States. Bonds or notes issued by
the commission and all other financial obligations incurred by it,
shall be its sole responsibility and no participatory state or the
United States shall be liable therefor.

539
540
541
542
543

Section 17. AUDIT AND ACCOUNTS.544
(a) The commission shall keep accurate accounts of all receipts

and disbursements, which shall be subject to the audit and
accounting procedures established under its rules. In addition, all
receipts and disbursements of funds handled by the commission
shall be audited yearly by a qualified public accountant and the

545
546
547
548
549
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550 report of the audit shall be included in and become part of the
551 annual report of the commission.
552 (b) The accounts of the commission shall be open at any
553 responsible time for inspection by duly constituted officers of the
554 participatory states and by any persons authorized by the commis-
-555 sion.
556 (c) Nothing contained in this article shall be construed to
557 prevent commission compliance with laws relating to audit or
558 inspection of accounts by or on behalf of any participating state
559 or of the United States.

ARTICLE VIII.560
Section 18. EFFECTIVENESS AND WITHDRAWAL.561
(a) The compact shall become effective when enacted into law

by any three states of the group of states composed of Connecticut,
Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, [and]
Vermont, and Virginia, and when the consent of Congress has
been obtained thereafter. This compact shall become effective as
to any other state in the region upon its subsequent enactment.
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(b) Any party state may withdraw from this compact by
enacting a statute repealing the same, but no such withdrawal shall
take effect until one year after notice in writing of the withdrawal
is given to the commission and the governors of all other parti-
cipating states. No withdrawal shall affect any liability already
incurred by or chargeable to a party state prior to the time of such
withdrawal.
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Section 19. If any part or provision of this compact is adjudged
invalid by any court, such judgment shall be confined in its
operation to the part or provision directly involved in the
controversy in which such judgment shall have been rendered and
shall not affect or impair the validity of the remainder of this
compact.
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SECTION 2. Until such time as the foregoing Section 2 of this
act shall become effective as to the state of Massachusetts the
following five sections shall be in effect.

1
2
3

Section 1. Chapter twenty-nine of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting after section two L, the following:

4
5
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6 Section 2M. There shall be established and set up on the books
7 of the commonwealth a separate fund, to be known as the Massa-
-8 chusetts Dairy Stabilization Fund. There shall be credited to such
9 fund, revenues collected pursuant to the provisions of

10 section thirty of chapter ninety-four A. The state treasurer shall
11 deposit and invest all monies credited to the fund in such a manner
12 that will ensure the highest interest rate available consistent with
13 the safety of the fund and so that all deposits shall be available
14 for immediate withdrawal without penalty. Revenues credited to
15 the Massachusetts Dairy Stabilization Fund including interest
16 accrued on the investment of the fund, shall be used solely for
17 the reapportionment, by the Massachusetts Dairy Stabilization
18 Committee, of dairy farmers operating within the commonwealth
19 as provided pursuant to the provisions of sections thirty-one and
20 thirty-two of chapter ninety-four A.
21 Section 2. Chapter ninety-four Aof the General Laws, as
22 appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
23 inserting in section one the following:
24 “Committee”, the Massachusetts Dairy Stabilization
25 Committee.
26 “Dairy Farmer”, any person or entity, within the common-
-27 wealth, actively engaged in the primary business of milking dairy
28 cattle for the sale or use of a raw milk product; provided, that
29 this definition may be subject to further specification through
30 regulations by the committee as authorized in section twenty-eight
31 of this chapter.
32 “Fund”, the Massachusetts Dairy Stabilization Fund
33 established in section two M of Chapter twenty-nine.
34 Section 3. Said Chapter ninety-four Ais hereby further
35 amended by inserting at the end thereof the following sections;
36 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAIRY STABILIZATION ACT.
37 Section 28. There is hereby established the Massachusetts Dairy
38 Stabilization Committee, which shall consist of the Commis-
-39 sioner, or his designee, who shall serve as chairman of the
40 committee, and four members to be appointed by the governor,
41 one of whom shall be a dairy farmer, one of whom shall be a milk
42 dealer, one of whom shall represent consumer agricultural
43 interests, and one of whom shall represent the public. Appointed
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44 members shall serve for a term of three years. The committee shall
45 provide advice to the commissioner regarding the implementation
46 and administration of the terms of this chapter and regulations
47 adopted hereunder.
48 Section 29. The department, working with the committee and
49 the department of revenue, shall establish a quarterly reporting
50 schedule for milk dealers which shall include, but not be limited
51 to, (1) the amount, in hundredweight, of raw milk purchased
52 during the past quarter, if any; (2) the location of raw milk
53 purchases during the past quarter, in any; (3) the location of
54 refined milk purchases during the past quarter, in any; (4) the
55 amount, in hundredweight, of milk processed during the past
56 quarter, if any; (5) the amount, in hundredweight, of milk
57 imported into the commonwealth during the past quarter, if any;
58 and (6) the amount, in hundredweight, sold at the wholesale or
59 retail level during the past quarter. After the end of each quarter,
60 the department shall submit a summary of the quarterly reports
61 and other relevant information to the committee.
62 Section 30. All milk dealers, including importers of milk into
63 the commonwealth, shall pay a fee of one dollar for every
64 hundredweight of milk sold, either wholesale or retail, within the
65 commonwealth. The department of revenue shall establish a
66 quarterly reporting schedule and form to collect the fee and shall
67 establish through regulation other necessary mechanisms to insure
68 the proper execution of this section. The fee shall be deposited
69 into the Massachusetts Dairy Stabilization Fund established in
70 section two M of chapter twenty-nine. Monies from the previous
71 quarter shall be used to provide reapportionments to the current
72 quarter in order to insure a positive balance in the fund.
73 Section 31. The secretary of administration and finance, from
74 an appropriated item in the general appropriation act or other
75 acts of appropriation, shall make quarterly payments to dairy
76 farmers eligible for reapportionments from the fund at levels
77 recommended by the committee. Seven per cent of monies
78 collected pursuant to section thirty shall be placed into a special
79 subfund of the fund and shall be spent solely for the support of
80 the commonwealth women, infants and children (WIC)
81 program. The secretary of environmental affairs shall make
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budgetary recommendations to the secretary of administration
and finance regarding the estimated budgetary needs of the
committee and the department, if any, and the estimated
reapportionment costs for the next fiscal year which shall be paid
solely from the fund.
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Section 32. The committee shall prepare quarterly apportion-
ment plans developed from information provided to it by the
department’s bureau of milk marketing and from relevant infor-
mation provided by the department of revenue pursuant to
section twenty-nine. Apportionments to dairy farmers shall be at
least two dollars and fifty cents per hundredweight of milk
produced in the previous quarter by dairy farmers; provided, that
in no case shall any payment be made to any dairy farmer on
amounts of milk produced by him in excess of six hundred
thousand pounds per quarter.
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Section 33. Funds remaining at the end of each fiscal year,
minus the next quarters estimated reapportionment as determined
by the department of revenue, shall be transferred to the
department for the purpose of acquiring agricultural preservation
restrictions pursuant to section eleven A of chapter one hundred
thirty-two A. From time to time, but at least twice per year, the
committee shall examine factors affecting the production of milk
within the commonwealth, including the federal New England
region one blend price paid to farmers within the commonwealth,
and shall recommend adjustments to the apportionment plan, or
to the regulations adopted pursuant to this chapter, or make
recommendations to amend this chapter, as it deems necessary
to carry out the provisions and intent of this chapter.
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110 Section 34. Any milk dealer who provides false information or

attempts to misrepresent information required by the committee
shall be fined an amount not to exceed one thousand dollars for
the first offense. For subsequent offenses, the milk dealer or
farmer shall be fined not less than one thousand dollars and not
more than five thousand. Revenue from fines issued pursuant to
this section shall be deposited into the Massachusetts Dairy
Stabilization Fund established in section two M of chapter twe-
nty-nine.
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1 SECTION 4. The department shall submit any rules or regu-
-2 lations adopted pursuant to this act to the joint committee on
3 natural resources and agriculture and to the house and senate
4 committees on ways and means for review at least thirty days prior
5 to its effective date.

1 SECTION 5. The department of revenue shall begin to assess
2 the fee upon milk dealers on April first, nineteen hundred ninety-
-3 two. The first reapportionment to the dairy farmers shall be on
4 July first, nineteen hundred ninety-two.

1 SECTION 6. The provisions of this act and the rules and regu-
-2 lations adopted hereunder shall remain in force and effect until
3 the Northeast Interstate Dairy compact becomes effective in the
4 commonwealth.
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